Electric Vehicle Charging
A Comprehensive Line of EV Solutions from the Industry Leading Wiring Device Manufacturer
evr-green®
Evr-Green® Solution
Leviton offers a complete solution for residential, commercial and public plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) charging: the Evr-Green line of electrical vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) and accessories. Our Evr-Green products are compliant with all industry standards and compatible with all major auto manufacturers’ electric vehicles (SAE J1772™ compliant).

Non-Network EVSE

Evr-Green® e30 and e40
The Evr-Green e30 & e40 Electric Vehicle Charging Stations enable fast charging of any SAE J1772™ compatible electric vehicle. These new EV chargers deliver up to 9.6kW of power and offer a more compact, affordable, easy to use and easy to install solution to electric vehicle charging.
Catalog Numbers:
EVR30-B18 (30A 208/240VAC, 18’ Cable)
EVR40-B25 (40A 208/240VAC, 25’ Cable)

Evr-Green® Mini
The Evr-Green Mini delivers nearly 5 kW of power and offers a more compact, affordable, easy to use – easy to install solution to electric vehicle charging. This EV charger was designed to be the smallest wall-mounted EV charging station available in North America and delivers a maximum of 20 electric vehicle miles per hour.
Catalog Numbers:
EVBL2-P12 (12ft Cord)
EVBL2-P18 (18ft Cord)

EV Charge Connector Assemblies
Leviton EV Charge Connector Assemblies features a superior ergonomically designed connector handle and high performance UL Type EV cable. Our EV Charge Connector Assemblies are for integrating into Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment.
Catalog Number: A2034-PEV

EV Charging Station Pedestal System
Providing durable electric vehicle charging for indoor or outdoor uses, the EV Charging Station Pedestal System can accommodate up to 2 charging stations enabling charging for two parking spots.
Catalog Numbers:
EVP30-B18 (Pedestal & (1) EVR30-B18)
EVPED-002 (Pedestal Only)

Network EVSE

Evr-Green® 4000 Level 2 Public Use Charging Stations
Evr-Green 4000 Level 2 Public Use Charging Stations provide corporations, municipalities and utilities industry leading EV charging solutions. Integrating design and functionality with superior reliability and durability, the Evr-Green charging stations are ideal for workplace, commercial, or outdoor public charging. They are available in bollard and wall mount configurations for easy installation anywhere. Models are available with Dual or Single standard SAE J1772™ Level 2 charging ports, each supplying up to 7.2kW (208/240VAC @ 30A).

ChargePoint Network Standard Services
ChargePoint Network Support Services ensure your charging stations remain healthy, that you are assisted by a friendly support representative when needed, and any revenues collected from your charging stations are automatically transferred to your bank account.

EVSE Accessories

Surge Protective Panel
Leviton’s Surge Protective Panels are mounted to the load side of an electric service panel and protect against residual lightning energy and other internally generated surges. These devices are perfect to pair with your Evr-Green EVSE to ensure seamless EV charging!
Catalog Number: 51120-1

Powerswitch® Safety Disconnect Switches
Watertight and dust-tight, PowerSwitch Safety Disconnect Switches are the ideal choice for secure protection while used in conjunction with our Evr-Green line of electric vehicle supply equipment. Heavy Duty Enclosed Safety Disconnect Switches cut power to the circuit for equipment servicing and are designed to withstand higher short circuit currents than manual motor controllers.
Catalog Numbers: DS30-AX & DS60-AX

Submetering
Leviton provides an integrated approach for tracking, monitoring, and verifying electrical consumption and implementing cost and carbon footprint reduction. With the addition of precise energy measurement and verification systems, Leviton customers have an integrated solution for achieving their sustainability goals.
Catalog Numbers: A8814-1S3
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